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0-2 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 
..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 
..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1-2 hours ..... 1-2 hours ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 
..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 1.0 ..... 10 hours + ..... 10+ ..... 10+ ..... 
10+ ..... 10+ ..... 10+ ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 
connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections 
..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 
connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections 
..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 
connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections 
..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 
connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections 
..... 1287 connections ..... 1287 connections ..... 1487 connections ..... 1487 
connections ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 
..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2 ..... 2-3 hours ..... 2-3 
hours ..... 2-3 hours ..... 2-3 hours ..... 2-3 hours ..... 2-3 hours ..... 2-4 
..... 2-4 hours ..... 2-4 hours ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 
..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 
..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 
..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 
..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2.0 ..... 2000+ friends ..... 2121 ..... 23 ..... 24/7 
contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact 
..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 
24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 
contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact 
..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 
24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 
contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact ..... 24/7 contact 
..... 24/7 contact ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 
..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 
..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 
..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3-4 hours ..... 3-4 hours ..... 3-4 hours ..... 3-4 hours 
..... 3-4 hours ..... 3-4 hours ..... 3-4 hours ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 
3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 
..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 
..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 
..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 
..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 
..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 3.0 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 
..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 
..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 
..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4 ..... 4-5 hours ..... 4-5 hours ..... 4-6 ..... 4-8 hours 
..... 4-8 hours ..... 4-8 hours ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 
..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 
..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 
..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 
..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4.0 ..... 4th rock from the sun ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 
..... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5-6 hours ..... 5-6 hours ..... 5-6 hours ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 
..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 
..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 
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..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 

..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 5.0 ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ 
hours ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ hours ..... 6+ hours 
..... 6+ hours ..... 6-8 ..... 6-8 ..... 7 floors up ..... 725 friends ..... 725 
friends ..... 725 friends ..... 725 friends ..... 725 friends ..... 725 friends 
..... 725 friends ..... 725 friends ..... 8-10 ..... 8-10 ..... :) ..... ? ..... ? 
..... _ ..... a bad one ..... A barstool ..... a bit annoyed ..... A bit cold ..... 
A BIT CONFUSED ..... a bit surprised ..... a bit surprised ..... A BIT THIRSTY 
..... a bit unsure ..... A book ..... a box you'd never close again. ..... A clad 
..... A colourful one ..... A combination of anxiety but also reminding my self to 
be grateful ..... a complicated one ..... a computer programme I ought to learn to 
use ..... a conversation ..... A CUP OF TEA ..... A cup of tea ..... A dark room 
..... a date, not your data ..... a fine one ..... A FLAMBOYANT ONE ..... A game 
building program ..... A game engine and that's all ..... A good one ..... A GOOD 
ONE ..... A GOOD ONE ..... A happy one ..... A happy one ..... A home ..... a kind 
of a ring ..... A language ..... A LENGTHY ONE ..... A light one ..... A little bit 
ancioux ..... A little bit ancioux ..... a little bit of tired, weariness, yeah 
deep tired ..... a little confused ..... a lot ..... A MEANINGFUL ONE ..... a 
mirage in the desert ..... A mix between being tired and busy ..... A mix of mind 
thoughts and body impulses ..... A myth ..... a protest ..... A remix ..... A 
reply, a retweet, or a share ..... A slight hangover ..... a small one ..... A 
SMILE ..... A song by Nina Hagen ..... A SUDDEN ..... A super-spreader event ..... 
A super-spreader event ..... A trapped on these days ..... A UNITARY ONE WHATEVER 
IS PARTICIPATORY ..... a virus ..... A VR software ..... A WARM ONE ..... A work 
computer ..... Absence presence, presence absence ..... Absence presence, presence 
absence ..... Absence presence, presence absence ..... Absence presence, presence 
absence ..... Absolutely bombastic ..... Absolutely bombastic ..... Abundantly 
..... Accompanied by tinnitus, trying to figure out if whistling ears are now how I 
feel everyday. ..... Aches ..... aching shoulders and itchy ear ..... afraid ..... 
afraid ..... afraid ..... After going to a family wedding... which had too much 
prayer, I’m investing in pantheism ..... Agreements ..... ah ah ah ah staying 
alive. ..... Ahhhhhhh ..... Aiiiiii ..... Aiiiiii ..... Air con on, music playing 
..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, 
music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... 
Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music 
playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air 
con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music 
playing ..... Air con on, music playing ..... Air con on, music plays ..... Air con 
on, music plays ..... Air con on, music plays ..... alarm clock ..... ALIVE ..... 
alive ..... Alive ..... all of it ..... ALL OF THE ABOVE ..... ALL OF THE ABOVE 
..... All of the above ..... ALLLLLLL ..... alright. my back is sore ..... Always 
..... Always ..... Always ..... AlwayS option B ..... am i a yes man or woman ..... 
amongst the ominous ..... Amsterdam ..... Amused ..... Amused ..... Amusement ..... 
An armchair ..... AN EARTHWORM ..... AN IDEA ..... An idea can be unified, a force 
of beliefs is intact if a society is build or if a society is broken down and 
destroyed ..... an interactive one ..... an interactive one ..... an interactive 
one ..... annoyed ..... Anxiety ..... Anxiety ..... Anxiety ..... Anxiety ..... 
ANXIETY ..... anxiety and fatigue ..... Anxious ..... Anxious ..... Anxious ..... 
Any ..... ANY ..... Anything you want baby ..... Apartness ..... Apathy ..... Apple 
Orange Berry ..... apprehension ..... As an audience ..... As best I can ..... AS I 
DON'T EXPECT / I DON'T KNOW ..... Astute ..... At a table ..... At ease ..... At 
home ..... at home ..... At home ..... at my desk ..... At some bar ..... At the 
back ..... at the couch ..... at this exact moment ..... At times ..... At work, at 
home ..... Attention ..... Awake ..... Away ..... Awkwardness ..... Ayahuasca ..... 
bad one ..... Bad or good, all energy impacts. Even the very worst can have a 
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positive reformative impact ..... BE ..... Be empathetic ..... Be quiet ..... Be 
yourself ..... Beam me up ..... BEAUTIFUL ..... Beautiful ..... BEAUTY ..... Beer 
..... Beer ..... Being at ease with each other ..... BEING AT ONE ..... BEING AT 
ONE WITH OTHERS ..... being still together ..... being together for a bigger reason 
..... being together for a bigger reason ..... Better ..... Better ..... Big Hair 
..... Big kissie ..... bitchy ..... Blah ..... Blah ..... Blahhhhhhh ..... 
Blahhhhhhh ..... Blarg ..... blue ..... blue ..... blur ..... Bodies touching, 
feeling as one under the covers ..... bodily contact ..... Boom! ..... Boom! ..... 
both and or up down through against - academics are crazy for prepositions ..... 
Boundary blurring ..... breath ..... breathe ..... Breathing ..... breathing 
togther ..... breathing togther ..... bubbles ..... Burgh Island ..... busily bored 
..... busily bored ..... Busy. ..... by appproaching people ..... BY BEING PRESENT 
..... BY BEING THERE ..... BY BEING THERE ..... by cooking together ..... by 
cooking together ..... By dancing ..... By dancing ..... By dancing ..... by 
dancing together ..... by dancing together ..... by dancing together ..... BY 
LISTENING ..... By living in the moment ..... By looking ..... By lubricating the 
data extraction process ..... BY MAKING LOVE - ANSWER ABOVE  / INFINITE AMOUNT OF 
REACTIONS ..... By not checking twitter all the time ..... By not checking twitter 
all the time ..... by opening up ..... by radiowaves only ..... BY RELIVING IT 
..... By sharing ..... By singing together ..... By strange coincidence ..... By 
the seaside ..... By touching these pillows ..... BY TRYING ..... BY TRYING ..... 
by trying ..... by trying ..... By trying not to spill tea on the keyboard ..... by 
turning off our digital devices ..... By understanding each other ..... By using 
all of your senses ..... C ..... Calm ..... calm ..... CALMNESS ..... Calmness 
..... Can you give it to me? ..... Can you give it to me? ..... Can you give it to 
me? ..... Can you give it to me? ..... Can you give it to me? ..... CAN YOU HEAL 
YOURSELF ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can 
you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm 
here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you 
hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here 
..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear 
me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... 
Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? 
I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can 
you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm 
here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you 
hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here 
..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear me? I'm here ..... Can you hear 
me? I'm here ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
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show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another 
side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... 
Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
show me another side? ..... Can you show me another side? ..... Can you show me 
another side? ..... can you show me another side? ..... can you show me another 
side? ..... can you show me another side? ..... can you show me another side? ..... 
can you show me another side? ..... can you show me another side? ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Can you 
stand in a different light ..... Can you stand in a different light ..... Candid 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... Capture the atmosphere of the scene, play it back immediately upon the screen 
..... CHAIN REACTION ..... chanting ..... Chaos ..... Chewy and crunchy ..... Chill 
..... clapping ..... CLAUDIA KISHI STYLE ICON ..... CLONE YOUR CHARACTER ..... 
CLONE YOUR CHARACTER ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
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Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... Clone your character ..... 
Clone your character ..... CLONE YOUR LOOK ..... coalition and cake ..... 
Collaboration ..... Collaboration ..... Collaboration ..... collaboration ..... 
Collective dreams ..... COLLECTIVENESS ..... Collectivness ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... 
Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me don't chat ..... Come and see me 
don't chat, See me, I'm gorgeous, Smell me I'm alive, Taste me I'm delicious, Turn 
it off and turn me on ..... Come and see me don't chat, See me, I'm gorgeous, Smell 
me I'm alive, Taste me I'm delicious, Turn it off and turn me on, Turn it off, Turn 
me on, I want your flesh ..... Come and see me don't chat, See me, I'm gorgeous, 
Smell me I'm alive, Taste me I'm delicious, Turn it off and turn me on, Turn it 
off, Turn me on, I want your flesh, I am greedy as fuck, messed up ..... Come and 
see me don't chat, Turn it off and turn me on, I want your flesh ..... Comfort 
..... Comfortable ..... comfortable ..... coming togeteher, tollerance, accemptance 
& undersanding - unless someone is violent ..... commingling our data discharge 
..... committed to the same process ..... communal happiness ..... Communication 
..... communication and collaboration ..... Complex ..... Con il dono ..... 
conformtable with themselves ..... CONFSED ..... Confused ..... CONFUSED ..... 
Confused ..... confused ..... Confused ..... Confused ..... confusion ..... 
Confusion ..... connected ..... Connection ..... CONNECTION ..... connection ..... 
Connection ..... connection, agreement, symphony ..... contemplative ..... CONTENT 
..... Content ..... contentment ..... Continuing The sentences and empathy ..... 
Conversation ..... cool ..... COSY ..... Cosy on my new rose colourd sofa ..... 
Cosy on my new rose colourd sofa ..... coughing at the same time ..... CPR ..... 
Crappier ..... Crappy ..... CREATIVITY ..... cross ..... cross ..... Cucumber ..... 
CURIOSITY ..... Curiosity ..... Curiosity ..... Curiosity ..... CURIOUS ..... 
CURIOUS ..... CURIOUS ..... Curious ..... Curious ..... Curious as well ..... 
Curious in a blanket ..... Cybersex ..... Dance ..... Dance ..... Dance only Dance 
..... Dance only Dance ..... Dancing ..... dancing ..... dancing ..... dancing 
..... Dancing ..... Dancing ..... Dancing ..... DANCING TOGETHER ..... DANCING 
TOGETHER ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my close up ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
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closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my closeup ..... Darling I'm ready for my 
closeup ..... Darlings, I'm ready for my close up ..... Darlings, I'm ready for my 
close up ..... Darlings, I'm ready for my close up ..... Data discharge ..... Deep 
breathing darling ..... Deep breaths of open space ..... deep sleep ..... 
Definitely, in time ..... Delight ..... Dependent ..... depending my anxiety levels 
..... Depends ..... Depends ..... Depends ..... Depends on if you behave ..... 
Depends on if you behave ..... depends on the circumstances ..... Depends on the 
weather ..... Depends on the weather ..... DEPENDS ON WHAT  / MANY ..... Desire for 
somewhere comfortable to sit ..... dialogue ..... Die ..... DIGITALLY ..... Dignity 
..... Discharged ..... Distorted ..... ditziness ..... Do ..... Does spontaneous 
combustion count? ..... dog ..... Don't know ..... Drained of energy ..... Dream 
..... Dreaming ..... Dreaming new dreams ..... Drinks? ..... Duality ..... Duality 
..... Dunno ..... Dunno ..... Earth ..... Earth: northern bit ..... Eating & danci 
together ..... Eating & danci together ..... eating more peanuts ..... Eating 
together ..... eating together ..... eating together ..... ECSTACY ..... Ecstasy 
..... Ecstatic ..... ecstatic ..... Educational ..... Efficient ..... EFFORT ..... 
Electric ..... EMMANANTA ..... Emotionally yes, but physically and sexually even 
more ..... Emotions and sensations ..... Empathy ..... Empathy ..... empathy ..... 
Emptiness ..... ENCHANTMENT ..... Enduring ..... Energised ..... energized ..... 
engaging enveloping ..... Entangling people’s eyes ..... Entertained ..... 
Entertained ..... Entertained ..... Entertained somewhat ..... Enthusiasm ..... 
Entropy ..... every day is a vacation ..... everythi g ..... Everything ..... 
Everything ..... everything all at once and at different times ..... EVERYTHING IN 
ITS OWN TIME ..... Everything!! ..... Everywhere ..... Everywhere ..... Excited 
..... EXCITED ..... excited ..... excited ..... Excited ..... EXCITED ..... Excited 
..... Excited ..... Excited ..... Excited ..... Excited ..... Excited ..... excited 
..... Excitement ..... Excitement ..... Excitement, bit nervous, focused, energised 
..... Excitement, confusion ..... exhaustion, but excitement at the same time 
because of the talks and hearing/meeting all this people here, as well as anxiety 
about what comes next in the following months ..... expectant ..... explosive ..... 
Eyebrow movement ..... Fab ..... Fab ..... Fabulous ..... face to face ..... Fairly 
..... fall of the ladder ..... Falling through the air ..... Fart sounds ..... Fast 
..... Fatigue ..... Fatigue ..... FEAR ..... Fear ..... fear ..... Fear ..... Feel 
each other in space ..... Feeling at ease at each other ..... Feeling excited ..... 
feeling together ..... feelings ..... Feelings ..... Felixstowe ..... Filling in 
data forms ..... FINE ..... Focusing ..... Focusing ..... Food ..... For normal way 
..... forget what our parents taught us ..... France ..... Frazzled but somewhat 
satisfied ..... FREE ..... friendly one ..... friendly one ..... friendly one ..... 
Friendship! Parties. Sex. Love! Job opportunities. Performance! Occasional 
Narcotics in sunny fields ..... from a social distance ..... From hidden screen 
..... From my lover ..... From the barista ..... from the secret location ..... 
FROM THIS MOMENT ON ..... From what? ..... Front from but don’t pick me ..... Full 
..... full ..... Full of anticipation ..... FULL OF CAFFINE ..... full of food 
..... Fun ..... Fun, happiness ..... funny ..... Funny ..... Fuzziness... but not 
like a cute feeling, more like TV static ..... fuzzy and warm ..... Ganz allein mit 
Ihr ..... gently ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it 
..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... get it ..... 
get it ..... get it ..... Get it now ..... Get it now ..... Get it now ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
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when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it 
..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you 
want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it 
when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... Get it when you want it ..... 
Get it when you want it ..... getting a bit hungry. looking forward to lunch. ..... 
Give it ..... Give it ..... Give it ..... Give it ..... Give it ..... Give it ..... 
Give it ..... Give it ..... give it ..... give it ..... give it ..... Give it ..... 
Give it ..... giving what i can ..... Glittery ..... God's designs ..... Gold 
leggings ..... GOOD ..... Good ..... GOOD ..... good ..... Good ..... good ..... 
Good ..... Good ..... Good communication ..... GOOD QUESTION ..... Good question 
..... Good, Lucky, relief from the little public speech stress ..... Gossiping 
..... Got a wedgie ..... got a wedgie ..... GRANDPARENTS HOUSE ..... Grateful ..... 
Great ..... Great ..... Great ..... Great ..... Great ..... Great! ..... Gurgle 
..... Gurgle ..... Hack ..... Haha ..... Haha ..... HAPPINESS ..... HAPPINESS ..... 
happiness ..... Happiness ..... HAPPINESS ..... Happiness to be in the audience and 
see the wonder of sergina ..... Happy ..... Happy ..... HAPPY ..... happy ..... 
happy ..... happy ..... happy ..... happy ..... happy ..... Happy ..... Happy ..... 
HAPPY / CONTENT ..... Have a nice day ..... Having the same thought from a distance 
- shares understanding ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me 
for my network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for my 
network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for my network 
..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... 
He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only 
wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants 
me for my network ..... He only wants me for my network ..... He only wants me for 

my network ..... Headache ..... Headache 🤕 tired ..... HEARD ..... HEART WORK 
..... Here ..... here ..... here ..... here ..... Here ..... Here ..... Here ..... 
here ..... here ..... Here ..... Here ..... here ..... HERE AND THERE ..... 
hereness ..... hiccup ..... High emotions ..... home ..... Home ..... Home ..... 
Home ..... home ..... Home ..... home ..... Home in ottawa ..... HOPE HAPPY ..... 
HOPE IS A PRODUCT OF WHITE SUPREMECY ..... HOPEFUL ..... Hopeful ..... Hopefully 
happy ..... Horny ..... Horny ..... HORNY FOR CARBS ..... HOT ..... hot ..... hot + 
bothered ..... How can we stay next to each other so long ..... How can we stay 
next to each other so long ..... How can we stay next to each other so long ..... 
How can we stay next to each other so long ..... How can we stay next to each other 
so long ..... How can we stay next to each other so long ..... How can we stay next 
to each other so long ..... How can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How 
can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so 
long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next 
to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How 
can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so 
long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next 
to each other so long? ..... How can we stay next to each other so long? ..... How 
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can we stay next to each other so long? ..... how can we stay next to eachother so 
long ..... how can we stay next to eachother so long ..... how can we stay next to 
eachother so long ..... how can we stay next to eachother so long ..... how can we 
stay next to eachother so long ..... how can we stay next to eachother so long? 
..... how can we stay next to eachother so long? ..... how can we stay next to 
eachother so long? ..... how can we stay next to eachother so long? ..... how can 
we stay next to eachother so long? ..... How can we stay next to eachother so long? 
..... HOW CAN YOU BE ..... HOW LONG DO WE HAVE ..... how to be alive ..... Hugs 
..... Human ..... Human ..... Human Contact ..... Human Contact ..... Human Contact 
..... Hunger ..... Hunger ..... Hunger ..... Hunger ..... Hunger ..... hunger, 
lethargy, foggy, rumbling in my stomach. ..... HUNGRY ..... Hungry ..... Hungry 
..... hungry ..... Hungry ..... Hungry ..... hungry ..... hungry ..... Hungry for 
action ..... hungry, horny ..... I always test ..... I am an earth worm ..... I AM 
AWFUL ..... I am feeling my keyboard ..... I am feeling well right now, thanks! 
..... I am happy ..... I am here ..... I am here ..... I am horny ..... I am in bed 
..... I am in text, and am real that way ..... I am in waiting mode ..... I am 
interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script 
here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3) ..... I am interested in becoming an Agent (see 
Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I 
want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy 
inside laptop case or a biodegradable phone case 
(https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), They only want me for my network ..... I am 
interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script 
here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want 
to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a 
fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable phone case 
(https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), They only want me for my network ..... I am 
interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script 
here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want 
to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, My International Museum Show Needs 
#Sergina, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a 
biodegradable phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), My corporation 
needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar, They only want me for my network, Waiting 
for an email, I want my data ..... I am interested in becoming an Agent (see 
Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I 
want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance 
moves, My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina, I want to buy a mug or a t 
shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable phone case 
(https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), My corporation needs a live Relationship 
Advice Webinar, They only want me for my network, Waiting for an email, I want my 
data ..... I am interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar 
Agent Script here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I want #Sergina to VJ at my next 
Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, My International Museum 
Show Needs #Sergina, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop 
case or a biodegradable phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), My 
corporation needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar, They only want me for my 
network, Waiting for an email, I want my data, I want total immersiveness ..... I 
am interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script 
here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I want my data ..... I am interested in 
becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective Webinar Agent Script here: 
https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, 
My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina, They only want me for my network, I 
want my data ..... I am interested in becoming an Agent (see Official Prospective 
Webinar Agent Script here: https://tinyurl.com/825e2tj3), Waiting for an email 
..... I am interested in being an Agent ..... I am interested in being an Agent 
(official audition script here: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j7t71P5zRNtPPBsICRA4WW3-
Cdr2fooHDjtHxBKAKh8/edit?usp=sharing), I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I 
want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable 
phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website) ..... I am interested in being an 
Agent (official audition script here: 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j7t71P5zRNtPPBsICRA4WW3-
Cdr2fooHDjtHxBKAKh8/edit?usp=sharing), I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I 
want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable 
phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), They only want me for my network 
..... I am now ..... I am now ..... I bit of a cold ..... I can abolish, but not 
alone ..... I can be performative ..... i can create spontaneous combustion does 
that count? ..... i can cry easily ..... I can deconstruct ..... i can do many 
things ..... I can form ..... i can from ..... i can give him my thoughts on this 
..... i can give them my moment ..... i can give you my thoughts on this ..... I 
can leave a trace ..... i can try ..... I can try ..... I can try ..... I can try 
for an imprint ..... i can't tell. ..... i could invade someones moment. but i 
don't. ..... i could open you a box ..... I don't care ..... I DON'T KNOW ..... I 
DON'T KNOW ..... I DON'T KNOW ..... I DON'T KNOW ..... I DON'T KNOW ..... I DON'T 
KNOW ..... I don't know ..... i don't know ..... I don't know ..... I don't know 
right now ..... i don't know. ..... I don't really want to, most of the time, 
honestly ..... I dont believe in collective conscious ..... I dont know ..... I 
dont know ..... I dont know ..... I don’t know ..... I don’t know ..... I dunno 
..... I dunno ..... I FEEL A LOT ..... I feel confused. ..... I feel desire ..... I 
feel excited ..... I feel excited but also anxious ..... I feel my data being 
extracted as we speak ..... I feel so many feelings, too many feelings too 
intensely ..... I FEEL STRANGE ..... I feel stuck ..... I feel that you care about 
how I feel, which I appreciate. ..... I giggle ..... I got my drag in a bag ..... I 
got my drag in a bag ..... I got my drag in a bag ..... I got my phone in my wallet 
..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my 
phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I GOT MY PHONE IN MY 
WALLET ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I 
got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in 
my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... 
I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone 
in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet 
..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my 
phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my 
wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I 
got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in 
my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... 
I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone 
in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet 
..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my 
phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my 
wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I 
got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in 
my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... 
I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone 
in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet 
..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my phone in my wallet ..... I got my 
phone in my wallet ..... i guess ..... I had to look up the meaning of reformative 
that's how zoomed out I am. ..... I have magical abilities ..... I have magical 
abilities ..... i have no bottom ..... I have no idea ..... I hope i can ..... I 
hope I can make them feel at least pleasant, some of them even special ..... I hope 
so ..... I hope so ..... I hope so ..... I love you #Sergina ..... I loved an 
illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew 
pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion 
but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale 
..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but 
the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
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loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I 
loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the 
illusion grew pale ..... I loved an illusion but the illusion grew pale ..... i 
need a cup of tea ..... i need space. ..... I NEED TO MAKE A SIGN ..... I need to 
stretch ..... I need to stretch ..... I THINK I DO ..... I THINK SO ..... I THINK 
THERE'S A STRONGER POWER ..... I think you're really cool but your friends look 
even better ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... 
I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he 
liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body 
..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought 
he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body 
..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought 
he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body 
..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought he liked my body ..... I thought 
he liked my body ..... i thought she liked my body ..... i thought she liked my 
body ..... i thought she liked my body ..... I thought she liked my fist ..... I 
thought she liked my fist ..... I thought she liked my fist ..... I thought they 
liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist 
..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I 
thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they 
liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist 
..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I thought they liked my fist ..... I 
thought they liked my lips ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party ..... I 
want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party 
..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next 
Party ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at 
my next Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves ..... I want 
#Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance 
moves, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a 
biodegradable phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), They only want me 
for my network ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want to demonstrate 
my newly learned dance moves, My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina ..... I 
want #Sergina to VJ at my next Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance 
moves, My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at 
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my next Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, My International 
Museum Show Needs #Sergina, I want my data ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my next 
Party, I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, My International Museum 
Show Needs #Sergina, I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop 
case or a biodegradable phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website), My 
corporation needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar, They only want me for my 
network, Waiting for an email, I want my data ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my 
next Party, My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina, My corporation needs a 
live Relationship Advice Webinar, They only want me for my network ..... I want 
#Sergina to VJ at my next Party, My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina, My 
corporation needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar, They only want me for my 
network, Waiting for an email, I want my data ..... I want #Sergina to VJ at my 
next Party, Waiting for an email ..... I want my data ..... I want my data ..... I 
want my data ..... I want my data ..... I want my data ..... I want my data ..... I 
want my data ..... I want my data ..... I want my data ..... I want my data ..... I 
want my data ..... I want my data (please leave your email in the box below) ..... 
I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable 
phone case (https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website) ..... I want to buy a mug or a t 
shirt or a fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable phone case 
(https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website) ..... I want to buy a mug or a t shirt or a 
fluffy inside laptop case or a biodegradable phone case 
(https://serg1na.wixsite.com/website) ..... I want to demonstrate my newly learned 
dance moves ..... I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves ..... I want 
to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves ..... I want to demonstrate my newly 
learned dance moves ..... I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves ..... 
I want to demonstrate my newly learned dance moves, My corporation needs a live 
Relationship Advice Webinar, Waiting for an email ..... I want to know what you did 
last year ..... I want to know what you feel about current affairs ..... I want to 
know what you feel about current affairs ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an 
alternative angle ..... I want to look at you from an alternative angle ..... I 
want you to look at me from an alternative angle ..... I want your attention ..... 
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I want your attention ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want 
your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your data 
..... I want your data ..... I want your data ..... I want your flesh ..... I want 
your flesh ..... I want your vocal chords, dancing in my direction ..... I want 
your vocal chords, dancing in my direction ..... I want your vocal chords, dancing 
in my direction ..... I want your vocal chords, dancing in my direction ..... I 
WASH MY FACE I OPEN MY EYES ..... I would search and exchange knowledge ..... I'am 
not sure it's up to them ..... i'll ask ..... I'll tell you ..... I'm feeling 
mischeviuous ..... I'M HERE TO ENJOY THE PERFORMANCE ..... i'm laying on the couch 
..... I'M NOT SURE - ANSWER ABOVE  - STIMULTATION ..... I'm not sure I understand 
what you mean. ..... I'm trying ..... I'm trying ..... I'm whispering in your ear 
..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm 
whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in 
your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... 
I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in 
your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... 
I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in 
your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... 
I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in 
your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear ..... 
I'm whispering in your ear ..... I'm whispering in your ear - can you hear me? 
..... I'm whispering in your ear - can you hear me? ..... I'm whispering in your 
ear - can you hear me? ..... I've got a phone in my wallet ..... Ideally, present 
..... Ideas as sparks, opening ..... if I want to play a game of reform, oh yes 
..... If it feeds us and rubs our tumny ..... If they aren’t scared ..... If they 
listen and think they are ..... If they listen and think they are ..... If they 
wish it ..... If we touch each other ..... If you are willing ..... If you change 
your history, present, future, it'll show you in a different light ..... If you 
change your history, present, future, it'll show you in a different light ..... If 
you change your history, present, future, it'll show you in a different light ..... 
If you change your history, present, future, it'll show you in a different light 
..... If you dismantle technology ..... If you vary what you say when you talk, 
it'll be fun ..... If you vary what you say when you talk, it'll be fun ..... If 
you vary what you say when you talk, it'll be fun ..... If you vary what you say 
when you talk, it'll be fun ..... If you vary what you say when you talk, it'll be 
fun ..... If you would like but not sure ..... impressions of the world surrounding 
me ..... In a collective dream ..... in a dream ..... In a field ..... In a package 
of rice cookies ..... In a small area of Birmingham ..... in a state of confusion 
..... In a state of flux ..... In bed ..... In bed (literally, emotionally, 
spiritually) ..... In bed, present. ..... In my bedroom on my bed ..... In my brain 
..... In my head ..... in my sitting room ..... In my teeth ..... IN NUNHEAD ..... 
in person ..... In pianura padana ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
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..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car 
we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together 
..... In the car we sit together ..... In the car we sit together ..... In the 
Clouds ..... In the Clouds ..... In the ether ..... IN THE FUTURE ..... in the 
kitchen, on the estate, in tottenham ..... In the moment ..... In the pub ..... in 
the rain ..... IN THE WORLDWIDE WEB ..... In time ..... In trouble. ..... IN 
YOURSELF ..... Information ..... Inspired. ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... 
Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... 
Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... 
Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous Culture ..... Instantaneous. ..... 
Intelligent emotion ..... intense ..... Interactive ..... INTERNET QUIZZES ..... 
Interpersonal hell ..... intimate touch ..... Intrigue ..... Intrigued ..... 
Intrigued ..... Intrigued ..... Intrigued, feeling fizzy full of possibility but 
also a bit flat at the same time ..... Intrigued. Happy! ..... Is anyone really 
anywhere? ..... Is it? ..... Isolating ..... Isolation ..... IT DEPENDS ..... it 
depends ..... It depends ..... IT DEPENDS ON MY AUDIENCE ..... IT DEPENDS ON MY 
MOOD ..... IT DEPENDS ON WHO THEY ARE ..... IT IS NOT OUR PLACE TO SAY ..... It is 
possible as Sergina’s existence ..... It is up to me ..... It is up to them ..... 
It remains to be seen ..... it would show you in a differnet light ..... it's a 
falsehood ..... it's already being revived, any moment, it's matter of plugging 
into it, taking collective control ..... it's great ..... It's not my place to say 
..... Its such a... drag ..... It’s not always necessarily a good thing, but humans 
are very good at it; human behaviour is infectious and even if we don’t like each 
other we will often synchronise, as when claps turn into applause ..... I’d share 
with pleasure ..... I’m cyberspace ..... I’m feeling drunkenness at this very 
moment ..... I’m here. ..... I’m not sure I understand it, but there’s need to be a 
decision. ..... I’m totally ambivalent to that question. ..... I’m trying ..... I’m 
trying ..... I’m trying ..... Jou ..... JOY ..... JOY ..... JOY ..... Joy ..... 
Jupiter ..... Just like the colour pink ..... Just like the colour pink ..... Just 
put some flashing lights ..... Just put some flashing lights ..... kinda ..... 
kindness ..... kiss me ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss 
me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm 
alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... 
Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm 
alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... 
Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm 
alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... 
Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kiss me I'm alive ..... Kisses 
..... Kisses all over your body. ..... knotty ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
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Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... 
Landscape flashes by ..... Landscape flashes by ..... later, I will see you ..... 
Laugh ..... Laughing ..... Laughter ..... Laughter ..... Laughter ..... Laughter 
..... Lay on the beach in the cold ..... lazy ..... Lazy ..... Lazyness ..... 
Leather ..... Leeds ..... Less stressed ..... Let's go back to the stone age. 
Things were simpler then. ..... LETS DANCE ..... Light ..... Like a canvas that is 
often repainted ..... like crap ..... LIKE HOLES OF SWISS CHEESE ..... like shit 
..... Limber ..... linux ..... LISA TURTLE , REALNESS ..... Listen more carefully 
..... LISTEN, Data is date so yes you are already a participant in your own reality 
..... Listening ..... Listening and Listening and Sitting and Listening ..... 
Listening intently ..... Listening to a woodpecker ..... LISTING TO EACH OTHER 
..... LITTLE BIT ..... LOL, 'kill me" is my screen time ..... london ..... London 
..... London ..... long lost ..... Look at me ..... Look into my dms ..... Look 
outside ..... looking ..... lost ..... Lost to my intention ..... LOVE ..... Love 
..... Love ..... love ..... love ..... love ..... Love ..... Love ..... Love ..... 
Love ..... Love ..... Lovely ..... Loves it. Sliving. ..... Loving eyes and small 
kind actions ..... magick ..... making love ..... Many things all at once which 
leads to many feeling lost ..... MARGANALY ..... Maybe ..... Maybe ..... Maybe 
..... MAYBE ..... Maybe ..... MAYBE ..... maybe ..... Maybe ..... maybe ..... maybe 
..... maybe ..... maybe ..... maybe its best we have several, overlapping 
collective consciousnesses ..... Maybe not yet ..... Maybe not yet ..... maybe 
tomorrow ..... maybe tomorrow ..... MAYBE WITH SOME HELP ..... Melancholy ..... 
Melodious ..... Men ..... Mental ..... Mentally and physically yes ..... Messily 
..... Mildly annoyed ..... Mindfulness app! ..... minty fresh ..... MISCHIEF ..... 
Moody ..... More anxiety ..... more blur less border ..... more blur less border 
..... more blur less border ..... more blur less border ..... More blur, less 
border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, 
less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More 
blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... 
More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border 
..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less 
border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, 
less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More 
blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... 
More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border 
..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less 
border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, 
less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More 
blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... 
More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border 
..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less 
border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, 
less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More 
blur, less border ..... More blur, less border ..... More data! ..... More emoji 
less emoj ..... more emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More 
emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion 
..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less 
emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More 
emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion 
..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less 
emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More 
emoji less emotion ..... More emoji less emotion ..... More emotion less emoji 
..... More emotion less emoji ..... More emotion less emoji ..... More emotion less 
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emoji ..... More emotion less emoji ..... More emotion less emoji ..... More 
emotion less emoji ..... More emotion less emoji ..... More emotion less emoji 
..... More emotion less emoji ..... more emotion less emoji ..... More emotion, 
less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More 
emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji 
..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, 
less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More 
emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji 
..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, 
less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More 
emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji 
..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, 
less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More 
emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji 
..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More emotion, 
less emoji ..... More emotion, less emoji ..... More filters ..... More phones 
..... More so than most ..... MORE THAN ONE ..... Morose ..... Morose ..... Morose 
..... mostly hungry ..... Mouth to mouth ..... mouth to mouth resussitationn ..... 
multiple places/times, and yet a big undifferentiated time mass because of the 
pandemic distortion of life and experience ..... Mum ..... Music ..... My body 
..... my breath, my fingers on the keyboard, feet a bit cold ..... My corporation 
needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar ..... My corporation needs a live 
Relationship Advice Webinar ..... My corporation needs a live Relationship Advice 
Webinar ..... My corporation needs a live Relationship Advice Webinar ..... MY 
ELBOWS ..... My hands are a bit cold ..... My International Museum Show Needs 
#Sergina ..... My International Museum Show Needs #Sergina, They only want me for 
my network, I want my data ..... my keyboard ..... MY KNEES HURT ..... my office 
hell ..... My pen ..... My phone ..... My phone ..... My phone ..... My phone ..... 
my seat ..... my therapist-mother-friends-brother- thinks yes, I think no ..... my 
tongue ..... Myself ..... Myself ..... National service ..... National service 
..... National service ..... Naughty ..... Nauseous ..... NAUSEUS ..... NEED  
ABREAK ..... NEED A BREAK ..... Need it ..... Need to clean my bedroom first ..... 
Nervous ..... Nervous, annoyed at myself, intrigued ..... Never ..... never ..... 
New Liskeard, Ontario ..... NIce ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... 
No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no 
..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No 
..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no 
..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No 
..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No 
..... No ..... NO ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 
..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no 
..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no 
..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No 
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..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No 

..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 

..... No ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No 

..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 

..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No 

..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no 

..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no 

..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... no 

..... no ..... No ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 

..... no ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... no 

..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... no ..... No 

..... No ..... no ..... no ..... No ..... no ..... No ..... No ..... No ..... No 

..... No ..... No ..... No ..... NO ADDITIONAL COMMENT ..... no but i can be 
performative ..... NO COMMENT ..... No Facebook just messenger ..... No idea ..... 
no idea ..... No idea ..... no idea ..... no idea ..... No idea ..... No it belongs 
to chase ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response 
..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No 
response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response 
..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No 
response ..... No response ..... No response ..... No resposne ..... No you!!!! 
..... No, yes, I don't know ..... no. the USA and other countries' and capitalist 
leaders will watch the world burn ..... noise, muscle soreness, cold, loneliness, 
pressure ..... Non ..... Nondual ..... None ..... northern ontario ..... northern 
ontario ..... northern ontario ..... Not really ..... not really ..... Not really 
..... Not really ..... Not seperation ..... NOT SURE ..... Not sure ..... NOT SURE 
..... not sure ..... not sure ..... Not sure about that ..... Not sure what is 
positive about positive ..... Not this moment, that moment ..... not today ..... 
not today ..... not very ..... Nothing ..... Now ..... numb yet my heart races 
..... occasionally ..... Oddly confused ..... Of COURSE!!!!! ..... Offline ..... 
Offline ..... Ok ..... ok. its the morning. ..... ON A CHAIR ..... On a hard chiar 
..... ON A PHONE CALL ..... On a pillow ..... On a sea of pillows ..... ON DOING 
ART ..... On edge but turned on ..... on my bed, pressing into the floor ..... on 
my sofa ..... On the beach we sit together ..... On the beach we sit together ..... 
On the beach we sit together ..... On the beach we sit together ..... On the beach 
we sit together ..... One ..... ONE ..... ONE ..... One ..... One ..... One ..... 
one about the space between us ..... one and all ..... One draped in fabric. ..... 
One like this ..... One look and we are there ..... ONE NOW ..... One T ..... One 
where we can all sing and dance together ..... Oneness ..... Oneness ..... oneness 
..... Oneness of self and environment. ..... Online ..... Online ..... ONLINE 
THERAPY ..... only at night ..... only at the orgy ..... Only for a moment ..... 
only for myself ..... Only if I believe ..... Only if I wearing yelown ..... Only 
if I wearing yelown ..... Only if I’m fed organic non gmo dinner ..... Only if I’m 
fed organic non gmo dinner ..... only if the gatekeepers allow me ..... only if we 
make it good for us ..... only in opposition to division ..... only in the morning 
..... ONLY ON MY LEFT SIDE ..... Only when uncovered ..... only with permission 
..... open ..... open ..... open ..... Open ..... Opening eyes ..... Openness ..... 
Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 
..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... 
Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 
..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... 
Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 
..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 4 ..... Option 5 ..... Option 5 ..... 
Option 5 ..... Option 5 ..... Option 5 ..... Option 5 ..... Option 5 ..... Option 5 
..... Orgy ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other 
..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other ..... Other 
..... Other ..... OTHER ONE ..... Out of sorts ..... Over dinner ..... Overwhelmed 
..... overwhelmed ..... Overwhelmed ..... Overwhelmed by all the feelings ..... 
overworked ..... P I W ..... Pain ..... PAIN I SAID ..... pale ..... Panic ..... 
Panic ..... PARTICIPATIN G IN HTE MOMENT ..... PARTICIPATORY ONE ..... Peacefulness 
..... Pensive ..... Pent up ..... PERHAPS ..... Perpetual ..... PILLOW FIGHT ..... 
PINCH MYSELF ..... Pixels ..... Pizza ..... Plants ..... Plants and us ..... Play 
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it back immediately ..... Pleased ..... Poorly ..... Possibly ..... pre occupied 
..... pre occupied ..... Presence absence ..... present ..... present ..... PRESENT 
..... Presenting ..... pressure ..... Pretty good ..... Pretty lit ..... prickly 
..... PROBABLY ..... Probably ..... protesting ..... prsent ..... Puffy eyes ..... 
Pulsing in my pants ..... purpose ..... Questionable ..... quite anxious ..... 
Quite comfortable thank you ..... QUITE EXCITED ..... QUITE HAPPY ..... quite misty 
..... Quite one ..... rained upon ..... Re evaluate ..... RE-BOOT ..... Ready for 
anything ..... Really tired ..... receptive ..... Reflected ..... reflection ..... 
Reflective, neither tired or awake, immersed ..... Reform ..... Relaxation ..... 
relaxed hopefully ..... relieved ..... Relieved ..... relived ..... RESENTMENT 
..... Resourceful ..... REVOLUTION ..... RHYMES WITH PUNITY ..... Rick's girlfriend 
..... Rock bottom ..... Royal Vauxhall Tavern ..... rub quite hard on the affected 
area ..... RVT ..... RVT ..... Rvt ..... RVT ..... RVT 30/11/21 ..... RVTTTTT ..... 
Sad ..... Sadly, a utopia ..... Sadness ..... Sadness ..... Sadness ..... Sadness 
maybe ..... SAFETY ..... Sat at the back ..... satisfied ..... Say something nice 
..... saying that you are ..... Screen share ..... Second guessed ..... See about 
..... See above ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... See me, 
I'm gorgeous ..... See me, I'm gorgeous ..... Seeing shadows ..... Sensitive ..... 
Sensuous ..... Sexual one ..... Sexy ..... SEXY ..... Sexy ..... Sexy ..... Share 
data ..... Share it all, share it all with me ..... Share it with your friends now 
..... Share it with your friends, now ..... Share it with your friends, now ..... 
Share it with your friends, now ..... Share it with your friends, now ..... Share 
it with your friends, now ..... Share it with your friends, now ..... Share it with 
your friends, now ..... Share it with your friends, now ..... Share it with your 
friends, now ..... Share it with your friends, now ..... Share it with your 
friends, now. ..... Share it with your friends, now. ..... Share it with your 
friends, now. ..... Share it with your friends, now. ..... Share it with your 
friends, now. ..... Share your data ..... Share your data ..... Share your data 
..... SHARED PAIN ..... sharing a banana ..... Sharing a table ..... Sharing a 
table ..... Sharing a virus. ..... SHARING FOOD ..... sharing is caring ..... 
Sharing is caring ..... Sharing is caring. ..... She chose steak and I get fish 
..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She 
chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose 
steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and 
I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get 
fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish 
..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She 
chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose 
steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and I get fish ..... She chose steak and 
I get fish ..... she chose steak and I got fish ..... She chose steak and I got 
fish ..... shifting between cold and excited ..... Shock ..... SHOW ME ..... show 
up ..... show up ..... show up ..... sick ..... sick ..... Sick and anxious ..... 
silcne ..... Singing ..... Singularity ..... Singularity ..... Sitting on a stool 
..... sleeping calmy ..... slightly embarassed ..... Slow Or fast ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
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Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive 
..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... 
Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me 
I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm alive ..... Smell me I'm 
alive ..... Smell me I’m alive ..... Smell me, I’m alive ..... Smile ..... smile 
..... Smiley ..... Smiley ..... Smiley ..... Snow face cast ..... social dis-
dancing ..... social distancing ..... socilaly distant one ..... Sock drawer ..... 
Sofa ..... soft ..... Soft ..... Somehow but unexpectedly ..... Something ..... 
Something hold together ..... Something metaphysical ..... Something someone did 
once and they might do it again if they liked it before. ..... Sometimes ..... 
Sometimes ..... Sometimes ..... SOMETIMES ..... Sometimes ..... SOMETIMES ..... 
Sometimes ..... sometimes ..... sometimes ..... sometimes ..... Sometimes as long 
as we wear our uniforms ..... Sometimes as long as we wear our uniforms ..... 
Sometimes joyful sometimes needing total escape ..... Sometimes situation dependent 
..... somewhat ..... somewhat ..... somewhat ..... somewhere ..... Somewhere by the 
sea ..... Somewhere in between screens ..... Somewhere near ..... Sooo comfy ..... 
Sooo comfy ..... sort of ..... sort of ..... sort of ..... Sort of ..... Sort of 
..... Sort of ..... sort of ..... Sort of a ring, I think ..... Spanish lemons 
..... Split ..... Stange ..... Staying indoors. ..... Stealing as Borrowing ..... 
Still excited ..... Still lonesome ..... Stimulated ..... Stimulatingly Sexy ..... 
Stimulatingly Sexy ..... Stimulatingly Sexy ..... Stimulatingly Sexy, Train someone 
up ..... Stimulatingly Sexy, Waiting for your WhatsApp response, because you read 
mine 30 seconds ago, More emotion less emoji ..... Stimulatingly Sexy, Waiting for 
your WhatsApp response, because you read mine 30 seconds ago, Train someone up, 
More emotion less emoji ..... stop breathing; listen, we never went away. ..... 
strange ..... Strange ..... Strip ..... Stuck in a loop ..... Subjective ..... sun 
on my face ..... sunny ..... sunny ..... sunny ..... sunshine ..... sunshine ..... 
sunshine ..... SUNSHINE ..... sunshine ..... sunshine ..... sunshine ..... sunshine 
..... sunshine ..... sunshine ..... Sure ..... Sure ..... SURPRISE ..... Surprise 
..... Sushi ..... Sweat ..... Sweaty top lip ..... Sweet and sour ..... Sweetie, I 
am an impact! ..... swimming in lava ..... swimming with dolphins ..... take care 
of yourself ..... taking drugs ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Talk to me don't 
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text ..... Talk to me don't text ..... Tangled ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious 
..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm 
delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me 
I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste 
me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious 
..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm 
delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me 
I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste 
me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious 
..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm 
delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me 
I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste 
me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious 
..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm 
delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me 
I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste 
me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious 
..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm 
delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me 
I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste 
me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... Taste me I'm delicious ..... 
Taste me I'm delicious ..... TBC ..... Tea ..... tenderly ..... tension ..... Than 
what ..... THANKFUL ..... that depends ..... that depends ..... that depends ..... 
That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That 
depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends 
..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... 
That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That 
depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends 
..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... 
That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That 
depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends 
..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... 
That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That depends ..... That 
depends ..... That is their choice ..... THAT MY FRIEND HAS ENTERED THE ROOM YA 
THATS ALL ..... That's a very loaded question ..... that's how we survive, isn't 
it? ..... That's up to you ..... the butterflies are flying away even before I 
touch them ..... The collective into singular ..... the glow of sunshine ..... the 
glow of sunshine ..... the glow of sunshine ..... The heat ..... The next one that 
comes along ..... The next one that comes along ..... The normal way ..... The 
normal way ..... The People ..... the silly kind ..... The test states so ..... The 
weather ..... there ..... there is no such thing ..... There’s no simple answer to 
that but I still think yes ..... There’s no unique answer but we should never stop 
trying. ..... They only want me for my network ..... They only want me for my 
network ..... They only want me for my network ..... Thirsty ..... Thirsty ..... 
Thirsty. ..... This ..... this ..... this ..... this ..... This ..... THIS I THINK 

..... Three fires 🔥 confederacy ..... Three fires 🔥 confederacy ..... Three fires 

🔥 territory ..... thrilled ..... Through a plant-based socialist revolution ..... 
Through creative output ..... Through hopefulness ..... Through sleep ..... THROUGH 
STRENGTH ..... Through unconscious effort. ..... Through your telephone ..... tier 
2 ..... Tingly ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... tired ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... 
tired ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... tired ..... Tired ..... 
Tired ..... Tired ..... Tired ..... tired ..... tired and engaged ..... Tired and 
zoomed out. and very hungry. ..... tired anxious excited ..... titillated ..... 
Titillated ..... together ..... Together ..... Together ..... Together alone ..... 
Together. ..... Together. ..... Together. ..... TOGETHERNESS ..... Togetherness 
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..... TOGETHERNESS ..... Togetherness ..... Togetherness ..... Togetherness. ..... 
Togheterness ..... too much ..... Too much ..... Too much ..... Touch ..... Touch 
..... Touch my skin its real ..... Touch my skin its real ..... Touch our minds and 
hearths ..... Touch screen touches ..... TOUCH THE GROUD ..... Touching ..... 
Touching ..... Train someone up ..... Train someone up ..... Train someone up ..... 
Train someone up ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train 
someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! 
..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train 
someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! 
..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... Train 
someone up! ..... Train someone up! ..... TRAIN THEM UP ..... Transform ..... 
Transformation parents first ..... Transmute ..... Trees ..... trying ..... trying 
not to check twitter ..... trying to be good. ..... trying to communicate ..... 
Turn it off ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... 
Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and 
turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... 
Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and 
turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... 
Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and 
turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn me on ..... 
Turn it off and turn me on ..... Turn it off and turn us on ..... Uhuh ..... 
Uncertainty ..... Under ..... Under a philodendron leaf ..... Undoubtedly ..... 
unity ..... Unity is our state ..... Unity is sometimes unreal ideal ..... 
Universal Basic Income ..... unknown ..... Unstable ..... Unsure ..... Unsure ..... 
Uplifted ..... Upload it to the cloud. ..... upper right hand corner of my screen 
..... us ..... USB PORT ..... Use all your senses ..... uSP port ..... Usually 
..... Utopic ..... Very cute ..... Very good! ..... Very pleased ..... Very warm 
feet ..... Via infrared ..... Vibes ..... Vibes ..... void and empty ..... 
Vulnerable ..... Waitiing for the rain to stop ..... Waiting by the clock ..... 
Waiting by the clock ..... Waiting by the clock ..... Waiting by the clock ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... 
Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting by the Lion ..... Waiting for a boy ..... Waiting 
for a boy ..... Waiting for a boy ..... waiting for a piss ..... waiting for a piss 
..... waiting for a piss ..... Waiting for a piss ..... Waiting for a piss ..... 
Waiting for a piss ..... Waiting for a piss ..... Waiting for a piss ..... Waiting 
for a piss ..... Waiting for a piss ..... Waiting for a puppy ..... Waiting for a 
revolution ..... Waiting for a revolution ..... Waiting for a revolution ..... 
Waiting for a revolution ..... Waiting for an email, I want my data ..... Waiting 
for desire ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for ice cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
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for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting 
for ice cream ..... Waiting for ice cream ..... Waiting for Ice Cream ..... Waiting 
for Ice Cream ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow 
..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting 
for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to 
grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... 
Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my 
hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow 
..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... Waiting for my hair to grow ..... waiting 
for my nails to dry ..... Waiting for my nails to dry ..... Waiting for my nails to 
dry ..... Waiting for my nails to dry ..... waiting for my nails to dry, we're in a 
restaurant, we're on the beach, we're in the car ..... waiting for my nails to dry, 
we're in the car ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting 
for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for OKCupid ..... Waiting for 
OKCupid ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff 
..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... 
Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting 
for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for 
Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff 
..... Waiting for Scruff ..... Waiting for Scruff ..... waiting for the most 
amazing fuck ..... waiting for the most amazing fuck ..... waiting for the most 
amazing fuck ..... waiting for the most amazing fuck ..... waiting for the most 
amazing fuck ..... waiting for the page to load ..... waiting for the page to load 
..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting 
for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page 
to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... 
Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for 
the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to 
load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the page to load ..... 
Waiting for the page to load ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for 
the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to 
stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... 
Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for 
the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to 
stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... 
Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for 
the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to 
stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... 
Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for 
the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to 
stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the rain to stop ..... 
Waiting for the rain to stop ..... Waiting for the right heels ..... Waiting for 
the right heels ..... Waiting for the right heels ..... Waiting for the strongest 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever 
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..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the 
strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful 
one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for 
the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most 
powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, 
most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever 
..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the 
strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful 
one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for 
the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most 
powerful one ever ..... Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... 
Waiting for the strongest, most powerful one ever ..... Waiting for things to be 
good ..... Waiting for things to be good ..... Waiting for things to be good ..... 
waiting for thunder, waiting for my nails to dry, we're in a restaurant, we're on 
the beach, we're in the car ..... waiting for thunder, waiting for my nails to dry, 
we're in a restaurant, we're on the beach, we're in the car ..... waiting for 
thunder, waiting for my nails to dry, we're in the car ..... waiting for thunder, 
we're in a restaurant, we're on the beach, we're in the car ..... waiting for 
thunder, we're on the beach, we're in the car ..... Waiting for tomatoes ..... 
Waiting for tomatoes ..... Waiting for tomatoes ..... Waiting for us to do it ..... 
Waiting for you to see me doing it ..... Waiting for you to see me doing it ..... 
Waiting for you to see me doing it ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting 
for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see 
mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... 
Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you 
to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine 
..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting 
for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see 
mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... Waiting for you to see mine ..... 
Waiting for your WhatsApp response, because you read mine 30 seconds ago ..... 
Waiting for your WhatsApp response, because you read mine 30 seconds ago ..... 
Waiting for your WhatsApp response, because you read mine 30 seconds ago ..... 
Waiting for your WhatsApp response, because you read mine 30 seconds ago, Train 
someone up ..... Waiting for your whatsapp response, because you read mine thirty 
seconds ago ..... Waiting for your whatsapp response, because you read mine thirty 
seconds ago ..... Waiting for your whatsapp response, because you read mine thirty 
seconds ago ..... Waiting for your whatsapp response, because you read mine thirty 
seconds ago ..... Waiting for your whatsapp response, because you read mine thirty 
seconds ago ..... waiting on a hard chair ..... waiting on a hard chair ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... 
Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on all fours ..... Waiting on hold, listening to 
the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold music ..... Waiting on 
hold, listening to the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold 
music ..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, 
listening to the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold music 
..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, listening 
to the hold music ..... Waiting on hold, listening to the hold music ..... Waiting 
till the end of the performance ..... Waiting till the end of the performance ..... 
waiting till we leave ..... waiting to be linked in ..... waiting to be linked in 
..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... 
Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting 
to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be 
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paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid 
..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... 
Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting 
to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be 
paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid 
..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... 
Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting 
to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be 
paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid 
..... Waiting to be paid ..... Waiting to be paid ..... waiting to breathe ..... 
waiting to breathe ..... waiting to breathe ..... waiting to breathe ..... waiting 
to breathe ..... waiting to breathe ..... Waiting to come up ..... Waiting to dance 
..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting 
to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... 
Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to 
dance ..... Waiting to dance ..... Waiting to download ..... Waiting to download 
..... Waiting to download ..... Waiting to download ..... Waiting to download ..... 
Waiting to not have cold feet. ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put 
my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... 
Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my 
coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... 
Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my 
coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... 
Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my 
coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... 
Waiting to put my coat on ..... Waiting to put my coat on ..... waiting to sleep 
..... waiting to sleep ..... waiting to sleep ..... waiting to sleep ..... waiting 
to sleep ..... Waiting to sleep ..... Waiting to sleep ..... Waiting to sleep ..... 
Waiting to sleep ..... Waiting to sleep ..... Waiting to sleep ..... Waiting to 
sleep ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on 
your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch 
you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to 
touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... 
Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder 
..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your 
shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on 
your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch 
you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to 
touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... 
Waiting to touch you on your shoulder ..... Waiting to  ..... yes ..... Yes ..... 
yes ..... yes ..... Yes ..... yes ..... yes ..... Yes ..... yes ..... yes ..... Yes 
..... yes ..... yes ..... yes ..... Yes ..... yes ..... Yes ..... Yes ..... yes 
..... Yes ..... yes ..... Yes and no ..... yes but please don't try too hard ..... 
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yes comfortable enough ..... YES ISH ..... Yes I’m magical ..... Yes I’m magical 
..... Yes through the cloud ..... Yes with my coffee ..... yes,  I like that you 
shared your ideas generously. chocolate =compliment ..... yes, and also making the 
revolution happen - no waiting, because that's a death sentence ..... Yes, with 
touch, feeling, unapologetic speech and open minds we can ..... Yikes ..... Yikes 
..... YOU ARE ..... you can try ..... you love me so much for this. ..... you make 
me feel mighty real ..... You make me feel mighty real but can you feel the love 
tonight? ..... YOU MAY BE HERE ..... You tell me ..... You tell me ..... You tell 
me ..... You tell me ..... You tell me. ..... your desire, not your distraction 
..... your desire, not your distraction ..... your desire, not your distraction 
..... your desire, not your distraction ..... Your time, not your newsfeed ..... 
Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern 
..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost 
concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my 
utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is 
of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your 
wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern 
..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost 
concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my 
utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is 
of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your 
wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern 
..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost 
concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my 
utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is 
of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your 
wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern 
..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost 
concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my 
utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is 
of my utmost concern ..... Your wellbeing is of my utmost concern ..... Your wild 
goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a 
disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... 
Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, 
not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message 
..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose 
chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing 
message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild 
goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a 
disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... 
Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, 
not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message 
..... Your wild goose chases, not a disappearing message ..... Your wild goose 

chases, not a disappearing message ..... YouTube ..... zoom baby ..... ❤ ..... ❤ 

..... 🐣 ..... 🐥 ..... 🐦 ..... 🐩🍰 ..... 


